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English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.
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bason - 3537 {bason},

comparison - 3850 {comparison}, figure, parable, parables,

fellowprisoner - 4869 {fellowprisoner},

garrison - 5432 {garrison}, keep, kept,

imprisoned - 5439 {imprisoned},

imprisonment - 5438 cage, hold, {imprisonment}, imprisonments, prison, prisons, ward, watch,

imprisonments - 5438 cage, hold, imprisonment, {imprisonments}, prison, prisons, ward, watch,

jason - 2394 {jason},

mnason - 3416 {mnason},

naasson - 3476 {naasson},

person - 4383 appearance, before, countenance, face, faces, fashion, outward, {person}, persons, presence,

person - 5287 confidence, confident, {person}, substance,

persons - 0678 {persons}, respect, without,

persons - 4380 {persons}, respect,

persons - 4381 {persons}, respecter,

persons - 4382 {persons}, respect,

persons - 4383 appearance, before, countenance, face, faces, fashion, outward, person, {persons}, presence,

poison - 2447 {poison},rust,

prison - 1200 jailor, keeper, {prison},

prison - 1201 {prison},

prison - 3612 {prison},

prison - 3860 betray, betrayed, betrayeth, brought, cast, committed, deliver, delivered, deliveredst, 
delivering, forth, gave, give, given, hazarded, over, {prison}, put, recommended,

prison - 5084 hold, keeping, {prison},

prison - 5438 cage, hold, imprisonment, imprisonments, {prison}, prisons, ward, watch,

prisoner - 1198 bonds, {prisoner}, prisoners,
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prisoners - 1198 bonds, prisoner, {prisoners},

prisoners - 1202 {prisoners},

prisons - 5438 cage, hold, imprisonment, imprisonments, prison, {prisons}, ward, watch,

reason - 0701 please, pleased, pleasing, {reason},

reason - 1223 after, among, at, avoid, because, cause, occasion, {reason}, though, through, throughout, 
within,

reason - 1260 consider, disputed, {reason}, reasoned, reasoning,

reason - 1537 among, at, because, betwixt, off, on, over, {reason}, since, through,

reason - 1752 cause, causes, {reason}, sake, wherefore,

reason - 3056 account, cause, communication, concerning, do, doctrine, intent, matter, mouth, preaching, 
question, {reason}, reckoneth, say, saying, sayings, shew, speaker, speech, talk, thing, things, tidings, 
treatise, utterance, word, words,

reasoned - 1256 disputed, disputing, preached, preaching, {reasoned}, speaketh,

reasoned - 1260 consider, disputed, reason, {reasoned}, reasoning,

reasoned - 3049 account, accounted, accounting, charge, conclude, count, counted, despised, impute, 
imputed, imputeth, imputing, laid, numbered, {reasoned}, reckoned, suppose, think, thinkest, thinketh, 
thought,

reasoning - 1260 consider, disputed, reason, reasoned, {reasoning},

reasoning - 4802 disputed, disputing, question, questioned, questioning, {reasoning}, together,

reasoning - 4803 disputation, disputing, {reasoning},

samson - 4546 {samson},

season - 0171 {season},

season - 0741 {season},seasoned,

season - 2121 convenient, need, {season}, time,

season - 2340 {season},

season - 2540 always, convenient, opportunity, {season}, seasons, time, times,

season - 3641 almost, briefly, few, little, long, {season}, short, small, while,

season - 5550 long, old, {season}, seasons, space, time, times, while,

season - 5610 day, eventide, hour, hours, {season}, short, time,

seasoned - 0741 season, {seasoned},
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seasons - 2540 always, convenient, opportunity, season, {seasons}, time, times,

seasons - 5550 long, old, season, {seasons}, space, time, times, while,

son - 0431 sister, {son},

son - 3816 child, children, servant, servants, {son}, young,

son - 5043 child, children, daughters, {son}, sons,

son - 5207 child, children, foal, {son}, sons,

song - 5603 {song}, songs,

songs - 5603 song, {songs},

sons - 5043 child, children, daughters, son, {sons},

sons - 5206 adoption, children, {sons},

sons - 5207 child, children, foal, son, {sons},

unreasonable - 0249 brute, {unreasonable},

unreasonable - 0824 harm, {unreasonable}, wickedness,
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